
[7:00 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> we will be  
[7:00 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe 
[7:00 PM]<MarcK> Yes Mr. Barbry [/unenthusiastic] 
[7:00 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[7:00 PM]<riffsyphon1024> *coughsurecough* 
[7:01 PM]<WhiteBoy> just saying for posterity's sake ya know? 
[7:01 PM]<WhiteBoy> since I'll probably post it to the site or something 
[7:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i wont be as riled up without sparq here though 
[7:01 PM]<Imp> WookieeMeeting Jan. 1, 2006 
[7:02 PM]<MarcK> Jan. 8 
[7:02 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 
[7:02 PM]<MarcK> er, 7 
[7:02 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> lol 
[7:02 PM]<WhiteBoy> he IM'd me earlier, so thought he might be able to make it after all 
[7:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea youre just screwed it up 
[7:02 PM]<Imp> bla blah 

[7:02 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well done on the meeting so far  
[7:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> you just* ugh 
[7:02 PM]<Imp> we havent started yet 
[7:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> restart 

[7:02 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> 2 minutes late...for shame  
[7:02 PM]<WhiteBoy> I missed him, tho...it was while I was watching that movie 
[7:02 PM]<MarcK> I now call the January 8th, 2006 edition of the WookieeMeeting into session 
[7:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> this will never work 
[7:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol... 

[7:03 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> great start  

[7:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024>  
[7:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> thanks 
[7:03 PM]<MarcK> Alright let's start simply 
[7:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyway.. 
[7:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yes 
[7:03 PM]<StarNeptune> It's on 
[7:03 PM]<MarcK> What do you all think is the biggest issue facing Wookieepedia? 
[7:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> vandalism 
[7:03 PM]<StarNeptune> Lack of policies 
[7:03 PM]<Imp> Quality. 
[7:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> that too 
[7:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> just wanted us all to get together to chat about the *direction* 
[7:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> ...of Wookieepedia 
[7:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> lets go to policies first 
[7:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> agreed? 
[7:04 PM]<StarNeptune> sure 
[7:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> like we're all kinda doing things individually and stuff 

[7:04 PM]<MarcK>  
[7:04 PM] mcewok has entered the room. 
[7:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> wb 
[7:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> was kinda wanting an overall direction, ya know? 
[7:04 PM] mcewok is now known as Wookieeperial. 
[7:04 PM] Wookieeperial has entered the room. 
[7:05 PM]<MarcK> Sowwy 
[7:05 PM]<WhiteBoy> no biggy 



[7:05 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well...policies may take a while...vandalism probably won't take all 
too long....and quality can be covered in policies 
[7:05 PM]<Imp> Wookieepedia is headed where Wikipedia is today, really 
[7:05 PM]<Wookieeperial> Lack of consensus!! 
[7:05 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and sparq would agree with that 
[7:05 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah 
[7:05 PM]<Imp> Tons of articles, with a few really good ones 
[7:05 PM]<riffsyphon1024> voting is inherently evil 
[7:06 PM]<Wookieeperial> Imp: what, a place where the SW articles are vandalism, copyvios and 
fanon? 
[7:06 PM]<WhiteBoy> not necessarily 
[7:06 PM]<StarNeptune> I kinda like his objection system 
[7:06 PM]<riffsyphon1024> thats according to him 
[7:06 PM]<StarNeptune> It would reduce crap like Aayla Secura being nominated 
[7:06 PM]<Imp> No, a project that has grown too fast to assure quality in every single article 
[7:06 PM]<WhiteBoy> Star: gotta link for a proposed objection system? 
[7:06 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i still think single votes, with some explanation, work 
[7:07 PM]<WhiteBoy> Imp: I agree 
[7:07 PM]<StarNeptune> It's on the ground rules page 
[7:07 PM]<StarNeptune> 
http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/Wookieepedia:Consensus_track/Featured_article_ground_rules 
[7:07 PM]<riffsyphon1024> *looking* 
[7:08 PM]<Wookieeperial> I'm not sure democracy is  the right idea here... 
[7:08 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I dunno 
[7:08 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> a democracy among the ruling body maybe 

[7:08 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> ie you lot  

[7:08 PM]<riffsyphon1024> hmm, dictatorships always worked  
[7:08 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 
[7:08 PM]<Imp> More of an oligarchy, really 
[7:08 PM]<Wookieeperial> Makes sense. A narrow oligarchy on the Italian model... 
[7:08 PM]<MarcK> We are the Council of Blood 

[7:08 PM]<MarcK>  
[7:08 PM]<Wookieeperial> Great minds think alike!! 
[7:08 PM]<riffsyphon1024> heh 
[7:09 PM]<Wookieeperial> So does that make me and Jaymach into Nom Anor and Kir Kanos? 
[7:09 PM]<riffsyphon1024> now define oligarchy please for those who dont know 
[7:09 PM]<MarcK> http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/oligarchy 
[7:09 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> hey hey...*I'm* not planning on killing any of them...yet 
[7:09 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea i forgot about that 

[7:10 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> basically it's what I said before  
[7:10 PM]<riffsyphon1024> power in the hands of a few 
[7:10 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> indeed 
[7:10 PM]<MarcK> So anyway 
[7:10 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Council of Elders 
[7:10 PM]<MarcK> I'm personally supporting the objection system 
[7:10 PM]<Imp> Oh, same here. 
[7:11 PM]<StarNeptune> Me three 
[7:11 PM]<Imp> Can't we just implement it right away if we all agree? 
[7:11 PM]<StarNeptune> I see no reason why not 
[7:11 PM]<riffsyphon1024> still thinking/reading 

[7:11 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe... *benevolent* dictatorships work   
[7:11 PM]<Imp> Wiki-wide that is. 
[7:11 PM]<StarNeptune> But we must also establish FA criteria, too 



[7:11 PM]<WhiteBoy> well, let's not change the subject yet 
[7:11 PM]<riffsyphon1024> the objection system just seems overlycomplicated 
[7:11 PM]<Wookieeperial> Is this just for FAs? 
[7:12 PM]<Imp> I had hoped it could be for the entire wiki 
[7:12 PM]<MarcK> I don't think it would be necessary for the improvement drive 
[7:12 PM]<riffsyphon1024> we do need something like this, but could someone make it easier to 
understand 
[7:13 PM]<MarcK> Here's how it would work: 
[7:13 PM]<WhiteBoy> I posted an idea on the talk page 
[7:13 PM]<MarcK> 1. Somebody nominates an article they feel is good enough 
[7:13 PM]<riffsyphon1024> got that 
[7:13 PM]<WhiteBoy> ....where simply you could have an oppose vote that would count as a 
negative 
[7:13 PM]<MarcK> 2. Other people object to the nomination with plausible things that could be 
done to improve it 
[7:13 PM]<riffsyphon1024> would that cancel out the other vote? 
[7:13 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, it would cancel out one vote 
[7:14 PM]<riffsyphon1024> one for each 
[7:14 PM]<Wookieeperial> Seems horribly complicated. 
[7:14 PM]<MarcK> 3. If and when the article is brought up to the standards posed by the 
objectors, it would then be featured 
[7:14 PM]<MarcK> and added to the main page queue, as on Wikipedia 
[7:14 PM] * Wookieeperial should remind everyone that I have no say... but I'm confused. How 
much would go through this process? 
[7:15 PM]<riffsyphon1024> how would we know that it reached featured status? 
[7:15 PM]<Wookieeperial> Just objected-to articles? 
[7:15 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so basically....people can submit any article...no more voting 
yes....instead people can only vote no with reasons? 
[7:15 PM]<WhiteBoy> MarcK: that's a summary of the Objection system, right? 
[7:15 PM]<MarcK> Yes 
[7:16 PM]<riffsyphon1024> also, a little off subject, would it be put through an improvement drive 
to get it to that FA status? 

[7:16 PM]<WhiteBoy> ok...making sure I didn't miss something inthere   
[7:16 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> hmm 
[7:16 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> only if it was major changes it needed 
[7:16 PM]<riffsyphon1024> but minor it wouldnt 
[7:16 PM]<MarcK> The main advantage is that it would eliminate fanboy votes completely 
[7:16 PM]<riffsyphon1024> gotcha 
[7:16 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:17 PM]<MarcK> Also it would get rid of votes from people who don't really understand what 
being "featured" means 
[7:17 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> the only problem I see is if people say no and provide reasons that 
aren't possible to achieve 
[7:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> that plus it pushes for the improvement of the article 
[7:17 PM]<MarcK> Though hopefully if we can get the criteria in place that'll be taken care of 
anyway 
[7:17 PM]<riffsyphon1024> right 
[7:17 PM]<MarcK> Well obviously we'll just have to use common sense as to which objections 
are logical and which aren't 
[7:18 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so admins would be allowed to remove objections? 
[7:18 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and which users are logical and which arent 
[7:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> My suggestion is more direct/less complicated, but it doesn't encourage 
the article improvement 
[7:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> my suggestion allows people to "cancel out" a fan boy vote 



[7:18 PM]<MarcK> Of course we could always just stick with the current system and make it very 
clear what and what not to vote for 
[7:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> but only one 
[7:19 PM]<StarNeptune> But if there are more fanboys than objectors, it won't do much good 
[7:19 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea i just asked about that 
[7:19 PM]<riffsyphon1024> fanboys should then be treated as socks 
[7:19 PM]<Wookieeperial> Why do we need a FA system at all? 
[7:19 PM]<riffsyphon1024> them and the rest of their friends 
[7:19 PM]<WhiteBoy> Star: true 

[7:19 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> to put something on the main page  
[7:19 PM]<Wookieeperial> If I might address the question of cutting the gordian knot. 
[7:20 PM]<Wookieeperial> Why not have a random article? 
[7:20 PM]<riffsyphon1024> the FA system ensures things are getting done on the wiki 
[7:20 PM]<WhiteBoy> FA's are to showcase our best articles 
[7:20 PM]<Wookieeperial> Do we really need that? 
[7:20 PM]<StarNeptune> Why not? 
[7:20 PM]<WhiteBoy> so someone new to the wiki can see what we're proud of 
[7:20 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> there's too many small articles for random article to work really 
[7:20 PM]<StarNeptune> It shows we're actually working on stuff 
[7:20 PM]<riffsyphon1024> it also creates rabid competition to create fat articles 
[7:20 PM]<WhiteBoy> kinda...what the wiki's about 
[7:20 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea its the point 
[7:21 PM]<Wookieeperial> Well, I presume the current selection system is problematic, and now 
you're (we're) trying to fix it... 
[7:21 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I quite like the idea of this objection system...I mean it'll seem 

complicated at 1st...but I think people will get used to it...of course I don't have a vote  but I 
like it 
[7:21 PM]<riffsyphon1024> so we've decided its an admin only thing? 
[7:21 PM]<WhiteBoy> don't think so 
[7:22 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well I kinda assumed that anything decided in here would be 

decided by admins only  
[7:22 PM]<Wookieeperial> Why not just set up a category of articles over x length with no 
modifications in a week? 
[7:22 PM]<Imp> Not really... I think everyone here should be allowed a say 
[7:22 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I think the objection system should be allowed to be used by anyone 
[7:22 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but not decisions in here 
[7:22 PM]<MarcK> I think once we limit voting on a featured article to admins we've pretty much 
killed the principle of a Wiki 
[7:22 PM]<Imp> Size does not equal quality, McEwok 
[7:22 PM]<WhiteBoy> Jaymach: not really...it's a community meeting, not just admins 
[7:23 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I know...but the *decisions* should be made by admins 
[7:23 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and users provide recommendations 
[7:23 PM]<Wookieeperial> How many crap big articles are there (except the Chiss one?) 
[7:23 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> indeed 
[7:23 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Palpatine 
[7:23 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 
[7:23 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Clone Wars 
[7:23 PM]<StarNeptune> You wrote the Chiss article 
[7:23 PM]<riffsyphon1024> SuperShadow 

[7:23 PM]<Wookieeperial>  I think it could be better. 
[7:23 PM]<Imp> Star Wars for one 
[7:24 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ditto 
[7:24 PM]<Wookieeperial> SuperShadow could be described as "a crap big article" 
euphmistically, but I rather like his Wookiee page... 



[7:24 PM]<Imp> As well as all of the movie articles 
[7:24 PM]<riffsyphon1024> full of crap 
[7:24 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> the only problem with the SuperShadow article, is that it's possible 
we could get in trouble if that truly is an image of him 
[7:24 PM]<WhiteBoy> MarcK: right...wikis thrive because everyone can contrib 
[7:24 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> he could attempt to sue for harassment 
[7:24 PM]<riffsyphon1024> or or Nathan Butler says it better 
[7:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> -or* 
[7:25 PM]<Wookieeperial> How so? 
[7:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/SuperShadow 
[7:25 PM]<Imp> Anyway, we're getting a bit off topic 
[7:25 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[7:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:25 PM]<WhiteBoy> let's get back to the FA ground rules 
[7:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> righto 

[7:25 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> sorry, yes  
[7:25 PM] Sikon has entered the room. 
[7:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> hey Sikon 
[7:25 PM]<StarNeptune> 'lo Sikon 

[7:25 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> hello Sikon  
[7:25 PM]<MarcK> Yay, somebody else 

[7:26 PM]<Sikon> hi all  
[7:26 PM]<WhiteBoy> so, how bout the Objection system... 
[7:26 PM]<StarNeptune> I like it 
[7:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it sounds good to me 
[7:26 PM] * WhiteBoy waves to Sikon 
[7:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> and improves articles 
[7:26 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[7:26 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ill accept it, simplify for laymen though 
[7:26 PM]<Imp> All in favour say "Aye" 
[7:26 PM]<StarNeptune> aye 
[7:26 PM]<MarcK> Aye 
[7:26 PM]<Imp> Aye 
[7:26 PM]<WhiteBoy> aye 
[7:26 PM]<riffsyphon1024> aye 

[7:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> Aye  though it'll take some getting used to 
[7:26 PM]<WhiteBoy> opposed say nay 
[7:26 PM]<MarcK> ... 

[7:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> confused say what  
[7:27 PM]<Sikon> unfortumately, I'm busy right now, so I'll just sit here and listen... 
[7:27 PM]<StarNeptune> np 
[7:27 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe 
[7:27 PM]<WhiteBoy> ok, cool 
[7:27 PM]<Imp> We will simplify it, but we all agree on the general principle 
[7:27 PM]<riffsyphon1024> one down 
[7:27 PM]<StarNeptune> Now, criteria 
[7:27 PM]<WhiteBoy> this kinda leads into where I was going 
[7:27 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[7:27 PM]<MarcK> Right, we should implement it this Sunday I reckon 
[7:27 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> tomorrow? 
[7:28 PM]<MarcK> After this week's FA has been decided via the old system 
[7:28 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well today for me 
[7:28 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 



[7:28 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and Sikon 
[7:28 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah 
[7:28 PM]<Imp> I like the criteria stated on the CT page 
[7:29 PM]<StarNeptune> The revision or the original 
[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> see how much faster the chat room works than trying to discuss on talk 
pages and stuff? 

[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy>  
[7:29 PM]<riffsyphon1024> efficient 
[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> kinda why I wanted to try this out 
[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah 
[7:29 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> have to admit, I'm lost as to what you mean by Criteria 
[7:29 PM]<Imp> the revision 
[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> ok..next topic:  what is expected of an admin 
[7:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> ? 
[7:30 PM]<riffsyphon1024> dealing with anons 

[7:30 PM]<Imp> No, still criteria  

[7:30 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you have to give all members lots of money?  
[7:30 PM]<StarNeptune> FA criteria 
[7:30 PM]<MarcK> Fair, welcoming, helpful, stern 
[7:30 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea dont skip hers 
[7:30 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[7:30 PM]<Imp> Let's finish the FA criteria discussion first 
[7:30 PM]<MarcK> somebody change the subject to whatever we're talking about 

[7:30 PM]<MarcK> I just get an error  
[7:31 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well technically, with the objection system, you don't need to worry 
about criteria too much 
[7:31 PM]<StarNeptune> There still should be some criteria 
[7:31 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> if someone thinks of something in an article that needs improving, 
they'll put it down 
[7:31 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> true, I suppose 
[7:31 PM]<Imp> Revision 1 sounds good to me. 
[7:31 PM]<MarcK> We definitely should just have a general guideline to save time 
[7:31 PM]<MarcK> Otherwise people'll be throwing out all kinds of articles just to see how far they 
get 
[7:31 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Featured Articles - 
http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/Wookieepedia:Consensus_track/Featured_article_ground_rules 
[7:31 PM]<riffsyphon1024> revision 1 is a given 
[7:32 PM]<WhiteBoy> doh... 
[7:32 PM]<StarNeptune> So we all agree on revision 1? 
[7:32 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Featured Articles - 
http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/Wookieepedia:Consensus_track/Featured_article_criteria 
[7:32 PM]<MarcK> I'd say in place of the redlinks rule, just use common sense 
[7:32 PM]<riffsyphon1024> dont like my submission? 
[7:32 PM]<MarcK> Use your own judgment as to whether or not an article has too many redlinks 
[7:33 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well technically the red links are other articles entirely 
[7:33 PM]<riffsyphon1024> what if we merged it with no tags, no redlink tag 
[7:33 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> they have very little to do with the actual article 

[7:33 PM]<MarcK> Yeah, but it makes it look ugly  
[7:33 PM]<MarcK> :P* 

[7:33 PM]<MarcK>  

[7:33 PM]<MarcK>  
[7:33 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 



[7:33 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it does, but it doesn't mean it doesn't qualify as an excellent article 

[7:33 PM]<WhiteBoy> gotta have purty articles   
[7:34 PM]<riffsyphon1024> you would still like other articles related to it to exist, without them 
hinders the potential of the article in question 
[7:34 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> curious 
[7:34 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> when an article is a featured article, do you think it should be 
protected? 
[7:35 PM]<StarNeptune> I do 
[7:35 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it would stop a lot of vandalism 
[7:35 PM]<StarNeptune> I have had to revert a lot of changes to a few FAs 
[7:35 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> as has everyone I believe 
[7:35 PM]<WhiteBoy> I don't 
[7:35 PM]<StarNeptune> more than likely 
[7:35 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it would be purely while it was featured, of course 
[7:35 PM]<riffsyphon1024> how would users get to adding more information while in FA status 
[7:35 PM]<Wookieeperial> How about a temp page? 
[7:36 PM]<StarNeptune> You got a point there 
[7:36 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> have a temp page to allow them to add 
[7:36 PM]<riffsyphon1024> thats a good idea 
[7:36 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I mean worst comes to worst, the temp page gets vandalized 
[7:36 PM]<riffsyphon1024> then after its out of FA, they can add the info from there and the temp 
deleted 
[7:36 PM]<Wookieeperial> That could be extended beyond FAs to a "bank" of articles.... 
[7:36 PM]<WhiteBoy> hmmm 
[7:37 PM] * riffsyphon1024 yawns 
[7:37 PM]<Imp> All in favour of revsion 1 of the FA criteria say "Aye" 
[7:38 PM]<StarNeptune> aye 
[7:38 PM]<riffsyphon1024> aye 
[7:38 PM]<Imp> revision* 
[7:38 PM]<Imp> Aye 
[7:38 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> not sure about the "no more than 5 red links"....but aye 
[7:38 PM]<MarcK> Aye, but replace "5 redlinks" with "reasonable amount of redlinks" 
[7:38 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ill allow it to be removed 
[7:38 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yeah that seems more fair 
[7:38 PM]<WhiteBoy> eye 
[7:38 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe 
[7:38 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 
[7:38 PM]<Imp> agree with Marcky 
[7:39 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i second Impey 
[7:39 PM]<WhiteBoy> opposed say Nay 
[7:39 PM]<Imp> Alright, that's settled then. Next topic! 

[7:39 PM]<Imp>  
[7:39 PM]<riffsyphon1024> back to admins in general 
[7:39 PM]<WhiteBoy> Topic: what is expected of an admin? 
[7:39 PM]<MarcK> Fair, welcoming, helpful, stern 
[7:39 PM]<riffsyphon1024> law enforcement 
[7:39 PM] Unknown / command: "/sub" 
Try /help 
[7:39 PM] * MarcK tries to think of more adjectives 
 [7:40 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: What all is expected of an admin 
[7:40 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'd say they had to not be biased...but that's not really possible 
[7:40 PM]<StarNeptune> I try to be fair 
[7:40 PM]<MarcK> In other words, willing to help out new users but also willing to ban anybody if 
needed 
[7:40 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea kinda hard not to be 



[7:40 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i welcome alot of newbies, and ban plenty of asshats 

[7:41 PM]<WhiteBoy> beyond a sizeable donation to my Paypal account, of course   
[7:41 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 
[7:41 PM]<riffsyphon1024> uh what 
[7:41 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> is there any way to make it so that admins can select an option to 
revert all edits made by a member when they ban them? 
[7:41 PM]<WhiteBoy> j/k 
[7:41 PM]<StarNeptune> On a related subject, how about ban lenths 
[7:41 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> because that'd be handy 
[7:41 PM]<Imp> Nope, Jay 
[7:41 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> darn 
[7:41 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe..don't think so Jay 
[7:41 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> really would be handy for if you ever got Shadowed again 
[7:41 PM]<riffsyphon1024> plus what if they actually made a good edit once 

[7:42 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that's why it'd be an option  
[7:42 PM]<WhiteBoy> 1) watch new articles created 
[7:42 PM]<riffsyphon1024> youd have to update all the wikisoftware 
[7:42 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah 
[7:42 PM]<StarNeptune> keep an eye on the Recent Changes page 
[7:42 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyone on an RSS feed of new articles? 
[7:42 PM]<Imp> Ban lenghts... well, I really simply ban users who do nothing but vandalize for 
several years 
[7:42 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Recent Changes is our friend 

[7:43 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yeah I've noticed the "100000 hours" bans  
[7:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, it is 
[7:43 PM]<StarNeptune> Should we uniform in ban lengths, or should it be our discresion? 
[7:43 PM]<riffsyphon1024> 'infinite' works 
[7:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyone watch the misspellings page? 
[7:43 PM]<StarNeptune> we be* 
[7:43 PM]<riffsyphon1024> aidje did 
[7:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> Maintenance pages - broken links page 
[7:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> double redirects page 
[7:43 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i watch uncategorized pages and new pages 
[7:44 PM]<WhiteBoy> etc. 
[7:44 PM]<Imp> I watch recent changes mostly 
[7:44 PM]<StarNeptune> me too 

[7:44 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> anyone watch the Sourceless pages?  
[7:44 PM]<WhiteBoy> should we divy up an admin or two to watch each of these? 
[7:44 PM]<riffsyphon1024> someone who likes sources 
[7:44 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I pity whoever gets stuck with Sourceless 
[7:44 PM]<Imp> I'm planning to create a WookieeProject for Cat:Sourceless 
[7:44 PM]<StarNeptune> lol 

[7:44 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> though I vote it be the 2 not here  lol 
[7:44 PM]<WhiteBoy> kinda let those admins be responsible for keeping them up? 
[7:44 PM]<StarNeptune> I tried to source some of the stuff in there one day 
[7:45 PM]<riffsyphon1024> that would be monotonous and get a million pit droids from me 
[7:45 PM]<StarNeptune> but I got frustrated after getting to B 
[7:45 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol...now doubt 
[7:45 PM]<Imp> I don't think we should delegate responsibilities like that 
[7:45 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> really I -could- attempt to source it all...I mean I have enough of the 
sources....but it'd take too long 
[7:45 PM]<WhiteBoy> well, it's an endless job 
[7:45 PM]<riffsyphon1024> at least we know where youre getting your stuff Jay 



[7:45 PM]<StarNeptune> The fact that some of those are conjecture doesn't help, either 
[7:45 PM]<WhiteBoy> especially sourceless 
[7:46 PM]<Wookieeperial> CUSWE is your friend for sources 
[7:46 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes it is 
[7:46 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well eventually I'm wanting to go through all the pages for the 
Sources themselves and add "New <<>>" to each of them 
[7:46 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> like I did with the Polyhedron's and Challenge's when I added them 
[7:46 PM]<riffsyphon1024> what would that do 
[7:46 PM]<WhiteBoy> BTW, I'm not saying two admins are in charge of *ALL* maintenance type 
stuff 
[7:46 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it's just a way to find out when something was introduced...as well 
as giving it a source 
[7:46 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ah ok 
[7:47 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> JustinGann has started doing it to the KOTOR and movie pages 
[7:47 PM]<WhiteBoy> I'm saying put two admins on each maintenance item 
[7:47 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:47 PM]<WhiteBoy> so like me and Adje work on misspellings together 
[7:47 PM]<WhiteBoy> riff and star keep an eye on "category-less" 
[7:47 PM]<WhiteBoy> etc. 
[7:47 PM]<riffsyphon1024> im nuts for cats 
[7:47 PM]<Imp> Don't worry about Cat:Sourceless 

[7:47 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I've noticed that  
[7:48 PM]<riffsyphon1024> shame on those who dont categorize 
[7:48 PM]<WhiteBoy> if we do that with sourceless, it'll need to be all of us working on it together 
[7:48 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> once I've finished my ambig articles, I'll attmpt to get through 
Sourceless 
[7:48 PM]<Imp> the new wookieeproject will hopefully get some non-admins to help with that 
[7:48 PM]<riffsyphon1024> good 
[7:48 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, good idea, Imp 
[7:49 PM]<WhiteBoy> maybe we can use WookieeProjects for other thigns? 
[7:49 PM]<Imp> Anyway, back on topic 
[7:49 PM]<WhiteBoy> *things 
[7:49 PM]<riffsyphon1024> save projects for later 
[7:49 PM]<WhiteBoy> k 

[7:49 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so what's expected of an admin?  
[7:49 PM]<WhiteBoy> should admins step in on talk pages gone bad? 
[7:50 PM]<riffsyphon1024> depends on the article 
[7:50 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> and depends how bad 
[7:50 PM]<StarNeptune> On a related note, should there be a code of conduct? 
[7:50 PM]<WhiteBoy> I say yes when it gets outta hand... 
[7:50 PM]<Imp> Administrators should be helpful, fair, knowledgeable about the format of the wiki 
[7:50 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> YES! please 
[7:50 PM]<riffsyphon1024> how do we determine that exactly? 
[7:50 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> we *really* need a code of conduct 
[7:50 PM]<WhiteBoy> code of conduct is good idea 
[7:50 PM]<Imp> Rules of engagement 
[7:50 PM]<StarNeptune> I've noticed some users being tottaly rude to others 
[7:50 PM]<riffsyphon1024> neb... 
[7:51 PM]<StarNeptune> Yeah, him too 
[7:51 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> *coughs* 
[7:51 PM]<WhiteBoy> just letting Joe User how they're expected to act 
[7:51 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea, no horseplay, you might break something 
[7:51 PM]<Imp> Wookieepedia:Wookieequette? 
[7:51 PM]<Wookieeperial> "Let the Wookiee win"? 
[7:51 PM]<WhiteBoy> no real life info revealed about another user, no foul language, be nice, etc 



[7:51 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Imperial Code of Conduct? 
[7:52 PM]<riffsyphon1024> where do you draw the line at "real life info" 
[7:52 PM]<MarcK> Wookiee Code 
[7:52 PM]<Imp> An article should be made... we all agree on that at least 
[7:52 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe..."Let the Wookiee Win" 
[7:52 PM]<MarcK> There is no vandalism, there is only improvement 
[7:52 PM]<Wookieeperial> Hah! 
[7:52 PM]<riffsyphon1024> heh 
[7:52 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'd say anything not revealed on the User page 
[7:52 PM]<MarcK> There is no bantering, there is consensus 
[7:52 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> as to real life info 
[7:52 PM]<WhiteBoy> MarcK: lol 
[7:52 PM]<riffsyphon1024> youll have to explain 
[7:53 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> me? 
[7:53 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:53 PM]<WhiteBoy> RL info:info should only be added by the user 
[7:53 PM]<Wookieeperial> Speaking personally, can I point out that most misbehaviour stems 
from disagreement...? 
[7:53 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> basically...if someone doesn't have real life information on their user 
page and you know it....you have to pretend you don't 
[7:53 PM]<Wookieeperial> I'm sure I've yelled at people before... 
[7:53 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> unless they have it on their user page, then they don't want it 
revealed 
[7:53 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ah ok 
[7:53 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[7:53 PM]<Imp> we can't force users to act one way or another really 
[7:54 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Chad make it sound like no personal info 
[7:54 PM]<Imp> as far as rudeness goes 
[7:54 PM]<WhiteBoy> key word...*another* user 
[7:54 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i see now 
[7:54 PM]<WhiteBoy> Imp: we can enforce people being nice 
[7:55 PM]<WhiteBoy> ...to other users 
[7:55 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i couldnt just walk around with a happy face, Star can do that 
[7:55 PM] * StarNeptune walks around with a happy face 
[7:55 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[7:55 PM]<riffsyphon1024> see it works 
[7:56 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you don't have to be happy...as long as you're not insulting 
[7:56 PM]<WhiteBoy> why not, Imp? 
[7:56 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Star will be our courtesy queen 
[7:56 PM]<StarNeptune> Yeah 
[7:56 PM]<WhiteBoy> right...there can be disagreements without being disagreeable 
[7:56 PM]<Imp> well, we can enforce it of course... 
[7:56 PM]<StarNeptune> I draw the line at personal attacks 
[7:57 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> of course, there's always civilized insults which are hard to notice 
[7:57 PM]<riffsyphon1024> my motto however is simple: Vandalize and Die 
[7:57 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[7:57 PM]<Wookieeperial> Define vandalism? 
[7:57 PM]<MarcK> Putting "LOLOL STAR WARS IZ GHEY" in an article 
[7:57 PM]<riffsyphon1024> blanking, vulgar language, stupid stuff 
[7:57 PM]<WhiteBoy> changing the main page to a pr0n link 
[7:57 PM]<MarcK> Things like that 
[7:57 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[7:57 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'm curious....why isn't the main page just locked? 
[7:57 PM]<riffsyphon1024> spam is the worst 
[7:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I mean it's all templates anyway 
[7:58 PM]<riffsyphon1024> because someone always complins 



[7:58 PM]<MarcK> It is 
[7:58 PM]<riffsyphon1024> complains* 

[7:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so shoot them  
[7:58 PM]<StarNeptune> It is locked 
[7:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it is now? excellent 
[7:58 PM]<riffsyphon1024> then why can people edit it 
[7:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'm gonna see if I can 
[7:58 PM]<StarNeptune> Accoring to tab on the top of my screen, it says "Unportect" 
[7:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i noticed an anon edit it today 
[7:59 PM]<WhiteBoy> have to go to the templates individually to change them 
[7:59 PM]<StarNeptune> and dammit, grammar check 
[7:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> who said "that extra line at the top is annoying)" 
[7:59 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I can edit 
[7:59 PM]<StarNeptune> My "protect" tab says "Unprotect" 
[7:59 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so it's not protected 
[7:59 PM]<MarcK> Where's the protection history? 
[7:59 PM]<StarNeptune> Which I assume means it's locked 
[7:59 PM]<Imp> can we formally change the subject, then? 
[7:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i dont see your edit Jay 
[7:59 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I've not edited 
[7:59 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but I *can* 
[7:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> try it 
[8:00 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Code of conduct 
[8:00 PM]<MarcK> It says "edit" instead of "view source"? 
[8:00 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> testing editing 
[8:00 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yup I can edit 
[8:00 PM]<riffsyphon1024> then how is an anon capable of doing so 
[8:00 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> bottom of the page, added the word Test 
[8:00 PM]<riffsyphon1024> k, you showed up 
[8:00 PM]<MarcK> 21:31, 9 Nov 2005 SparqMan protected Main Page (Protected from moves to 
avoid move problem) 
[8:00 PM]<Imp> i reprotected it 
[8:00 PM]<MarcK> Aaaaaahhh 
[8:00 PM]<MarcK> That explains it 
[8:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> he only move protected it 
[8:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i should have known 
[8:01 PM]<Imp> it is now completely protected though 
[8:01 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it's fully protected now 

[8:01 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> and I can't remove the word test  
[8:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> why didnt he fully lock the thing? 
[8:02 PM]<Imp> who knows 
[8:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ill get it removed 
[8:02 PM]<Imp> Anyway, a code of conduct page should be made 
[8:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> right 
[8:02 PM]<StarNeptune> yes 
[8:02 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> deffinately 
[8:02 PM]<Imp> we all agree on that, so lets move on 
[8:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> oh thanks Imp 
[8:02 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> do we need to decide what's on it just now, or shall that wait for 
later? 
[8:02 PM]<WhiteBoy> who's going to start it? 
[8:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> Star, can you start something on that? 
[8:03 PM]<Imp> I say we hold a consensus track to decide what goes on there 
[8:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> the courtesy queen? 
[8:03 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that's a good idea 



[8:03 PM]<Imp> or let Star do it  

[8:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024>  
[8:03 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well Star could start a basic one (if she wants to of course?) 
[8:03 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> then a consensus to see if anything is needed to be added 
[8:03 PM]<StarNeptune> Sure 
[8:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> consensus track works 
[8:04 PM]<Imp> Alright then. Shall we discuss recruitment? 
[8:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> ready for next idea? 
[8:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yep 
[8:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> recruitment it is 
[8:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> admin that is? 
[8:04 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Recruitment 
[8:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> users, I think 
[8:04 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> so advertising and stuff then? 
[8:04 PM]<Imp> Currently our venues are: Word of "mouth", JC forums 
[8:05 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ah ok 
[8:05 PM]<MarcK> If anybody posts on TFN or such, it would be good to put Wookieepedia in 
their sig or quote or something 

[8:05 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> hey I put up posters darnit  
[8:05 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I want more Scottish users 
[8:05 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[8:05 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i got advertisements on myspace and facebook 
[8:05 PM]<Wookieeperial> He has to make do with me. 
[8:05 PM]<Wookieeperial> Have pity on the man 

[8:05 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you're not even always in the country  
[8:06 PM]<Wookieeperial> The noblest sight any Scotsman can see!! 
[8:06 PM]<WhiteBoy> what other star wars communities? 
[8:06 PM]<StarNeptune> IWell 
[8:06 PM]<riffsyphon1024> we've made TFN 
[8:06 PM]<StarNeptune> There's the SW board on GameFAQs 
[8:06 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> TF.N is the main one of course....are you allowed to advertise on 
SW.com's boards? 
[8:06 PM]<riffsyphon1024> for a while on the boards 
[8:06 PM]<riffsyphon1024> on fansites you can i believe 
[8:07 PM]<riffsyphon1024> oh SW.com's n/m 
[8:07 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> do we have one there? 
[8:07 PM]<MarcK> A few VIP bloggers have already posted things about Wookieepedia on 
SW.com 
[8:07 PM]<WhiteBoy> are we willing to do actual ads...as in *pay money*? 
[8:07 PM]<MarcK> Like Abel G. Pena 

[8:07 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yeah that was good  
[8:07 PM]<riffsyphon1024> thank you Abel 
[8:07 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, it was 
[8:07 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I assume you're not receiving the revenue from the google ad's? 
[8:07 PM]<WhiteBoy> and lady doing Mando'a 
[8:07 PM]<Imp> i think having our own domain would help recruitment 
[8:07 PM]<WhiteBoy> (can't think of her name) 
[8:07 PM]<Wookieeperial> Yep. And I know Karen Traviss keeps an eye on... 
[8:07 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you have your own domain 
[8:08 PM] * riffsyphon1024 awaits Abel's Grievous article 
[8:08 PM]<Wookieeperial> ^^ She's registered. 
[8:08 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it just doesn't point to the Wookieepedia yet 
[8:08 PM]<MarcK> I've heard Nathan Butler mentioned it on ChronoRadio 



[8:08 PM]<Wookieeperial> Keeps an eye on the mando'a stuff... 
[8:08 PM]<WhiteBoy> right...working on that 
[8:08 PM]<riffsyphon1024> we have all this in the Wookieepedia article 
[8:08 PM]<WhiteBoy> I own wookieepedia.com 
[8:08 PM]<riffsyphon1024> nice 
[8:08 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I know you do 
[8:08 PM]<WhiteBoy> and starwarswiki.org 
[8:08 PM]<riffsyphon1024> nicer 
[8:09 PM]<Wookieeperial> Nice. 
[8:09 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> if there was any way I could help I'd offer it 
[8:09 PM]<WhiteBoy> don't have any hosting where I can do a redirect yet 

[8:09 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyone know someone who could do that for free?   
[8:09 PM]<Imp> can't you just sell wookieepeda.com to Wikia? 
[8:09 PM]<WhiteBoy> I hate to pay just to have a redirect, even if it is just $5/month 
[8:10 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, I can 
[8:10 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it shouldn't be that much 
[8:10 PM]<Imp> i mean, they treat us extremely well 
[8:10 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, they do 
[8:10 PM]<Imp> I see no reason for us to leave yet 
[8:10 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i'd hate to leave 
[8:10 PM]<Imp> or ever 
[8:10 PM]<WhiteBoy> no, I don't mean leave 
[8:10 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> honestly? if you leave you're going to have to buy a T1 host for 
yourself 
[8:10 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that will be the only way to cope with the users 
[8:11 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[8:11 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> and they're bloody expensive 
[8:11 PM]<WhiteBoy> I don't wanna leave 
[8:11 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I wouldn't want to either 
[8:11 PM]<WhiteBoy> but my hesitation to selling the domain is ...what if they decide to change 
their policy 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yes that's true 
[8:12 PM]<MarcK> How so? 
[8:12 PM]<riffsyphon1024> besides, if we left for another website, wouldn't we lose the ease of 
linking to wikipedia with Wikipedia:Subject? 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> no you wouldn't 
[8:12 PM]<riffsyphon1024> or any other Wikimedia project 
[8:12 PM]<MarcK> HRWiki.org still lets you do that 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that's part of the WikiMedia code 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you'd have to pay to buy the source code though 
[8:12 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ok 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> or not the source code sorry 
[8:12 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but the general software 
[8:12 PM]<WhiteBoy> no, Mediawiki is open source 
[8:12 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and we'd have to have someone who knew the inner workings 
[8:13 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it is? 
[8:13 PM]<Imp> their policy on what? 
[8:13 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ? 
[8:13 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> excellent 
[8:13 PM]<WhiteBoy> oh, anything...like start doing pop-up ads 
[8:13 PM]<riffsyphon1024> uh no 
[8:13 PM]<WhiteBoy> charge to host the wiki 
[8:13 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> WhiteBoy: http://forwarding.clockwatchers.com/redirect.html 
[8:14 PM]<WhiteBoy> hmm..thanks for the link 
[8:14 PM]<WhiteBoy> that might work 



[8:14 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> no problem 
[8:14 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> seems to be the cheapest I can find 
[8:15 PM]<WhiteBoy> but, as I've said before, I will do whatever the community decides 
[8:15 PM]<WhiteBoy> when I've talked to Angela about it, she says the same thing about me 
[8:16 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> you could ask....is it Angela that's your contact?....if some of the 
revenue from the google ad's can go into the forwarding 
[8:16 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> because I expect they'll get more than enough to cover that price 
[8:16 PM]<WhiteBoy> like what if I decide to move the site to some other hosting and start doing 
my own ads 
[8:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> I told her I'd never do that 
[8:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> but she said who are people going to trust more? 
[8:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> wikia or me? 
[8:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> hehe 
[8:17 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that's true 
[8:17 PM]<WhiteBoy> dunno the answer to that 
[8:18 PM]<riffsyphon1024> brb 
[8:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> I trust me, because I know a company has to make money and stuff 
[8:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> er...I'd 
[8:18 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyway 
[8:19 PM] * WhiteBoy wonders if everyone fell asleep 
[8:19 PM]<Imp> we can always just think up a new name if wikia decides to chare for hosting 
[8:19 PM]<StarNeptune> Nah 
[8:19 PM] * MarcK wakes up 
[8:19 PM]<Imp> charge* 
[8:19 PM]<Imp> and register a new domain 

[8:19 PM]<WhiteBoy> what's better than wookieepedia, tho   
[8:20 PM]<WhiteBoy> but you're right 
[8:20 PM]<MarcK> Wicketpedia was one of the old suggestions 

[8:20 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well if it's no longer affiliated with Wikipedia, then anything  
[8:20 PM]<Imp> however, it doesn't seem like Wikia will do any of these things any time soon 
[8:20 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it doesn't, no 
[8:20 PM]<WhiteBoy> I agree 
[8:20 PM]<Imp> so I say sell it, and if these things happen we will discuss moving 
[8:21 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well if those things did happen, I'd assume you wouldn't want to stay 
affiliated with Wikipedia 
[8:21 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> though you'd still use MediaWiki of course 
[8:21 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but Wookieepedia is just a play on Wikipedia, so you'd be wanting to 
get rid of it, no? 
[8:21 PM]<Wookieeperial> The name is known, though. 
[8:21 PM]<WhiteBoy> not necessarily 
[8:21 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[8:21 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> true 
[8:22 PM]<Wookieeperial> "Wookieepedia" has become like "Memory Alpha" for Trek. 
[8:22 PM]<Wookieeperial> The Wiki resource 
[8:22 PM]<WhiteBoy> and it's not really associated with Wikipedia anymore 
[8:22 PM]<Wookieeperial> It's a pun... 
[8:22 PM]<WhiteBoy> right 
[8:22 PM]<WhiteBoy> anyway...sorry to chase that rabbit 
[8:23 PM]<WhiteBoy> next topic? 

[8:23 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> sure  
[8:23 PM]<WhiteBoy> or everyone ready to call it a night? 
[8:23 PM]<MarcK> Logo 
[8:23 PM]<MarcK> Who changes it? 
[8:23 PM]<Imp> We're not done yet. 



[8:23 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it's only been an hour and a half  
[8:23 PM]<Imp> Aye, what's happening with riff's friend's proposal? 
[8:23 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol....yeah, we won't get done tonight 
[8:24 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: New log 
[8:24 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: New logo 
[8:24 PM]<riffsyphon1024> back 

[8:24 PM]<MarcK> We also need a new log  
[8:24 PM]<WhiteBoy> gotta link handy for the new logo discussion? 
[8:24 PM]<WhiteBoy> rofl 
[8:24 PM]<StarNeptune> I thought you could change it by uploading it to the same name as the 
exisiting one 
[8:24 PM]<MarcK> 
http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/Wookieepedia:Consensus_track/Logo_change 
[8:25 PM]<WhiteBoy> yes, I think you can 
[8:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Riff's friend has disappeared on him 
[8:25 PM]<Imp> so riff 
[8:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i have no clue what shes been doing for the past few weeks, except 
making photo blogs and ignoring me on AIM 
[8:25 PM]<riffsyphon1024> so for the meantime shes out of the picture 
[8:26 PM]<Imp> Can't we just put up Spork's most popular candidate, at least temporarily? 
[8:26 PM]<Wookieeperial> Hmm... 
[8:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I personally love it 
[8:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> though I'm noticing I've not voted >.> 
[8:26 PM]<riffsyphon1024> im fine with the most popular one now 
[8:26 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yeah so am I 
[8:27 PM]<Imp> A lot of people are fine with it 
[8:27 PM]<MarcK> If that's not a consensus I don't know what is 
[8:27 PM]<WhiteBoy> me too 
[8:27 PM]<Imp> an overwhelming majority, in fact 
[8:27 PM]<riffsyphon1024> thats why its popular 
[8:27 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> we have 4 votes against it 
[8:27 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> everyone else is voting for it 
[8:27 PM]<MarcK> 18-3-1 
[8:27 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> ah wait...5 votes against 
[8:27 PM]<MarcK> er, 18-3-2-1 
[8:28 PM]<MarcK> Either way it's kicking ass 
[8:28 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> blah 6....it's still only 1/3 of the votes *for* it 
[8:28 PM]<Wookieeperial> I din't get it... 
[8:28 PM]<riffsyphon1024> user Palpy doesnt count 
[8:28 PM]<Wookieeperial> I love the wookiees. 
[8:28 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> feel free to vote Palpy's vote out for me then 
[8:28 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> the 2nd Death Star seems more suiting though 
[8:29 PM]<Wookieeperial> Why? 
[8:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> cuz it's round 
[8:29 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> always in construction but still operational? 
[8:29 PM]<Wookieeperial> "Its design stunk", to quote Mara Jade. 
[8:29 PM]<riffsyphon1024> anyway it will work because its not really a change from the existing 
one, but the text is covered 
[8:29 PM]<Wookieeperial> bows Jaymach wins. 
[8:29 PM]<riffsyphon1024> aye Jay 
[8:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[8:29 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I mean sure it doesn't have Wookiee's 
[8:29 PM]<WhiteBoy> brb...phone 
[8:30 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but it just seems to work more 
[8:30 PM]<riffsyphon1024> but it should be "fully operational" 



[8:30 PM] * riffsyphon1024 Palpy cackles 
[8:30 PM]<Wookieeperial> Agreed. 
[8:30 PM]<Wookieeperial> Can I raise something? 
[8:30 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yes? 
[8:31 PM] Wookieeperial is now known as McEwok. 
[8:31 PM] McEwok has entered the room. 
[8:31 PM]<McEwok> sticks up furry paw 
[8:31 PM]<riffsyphon1024> lol 

[8:31 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> changing to the Ewok to cause mayhem?  

[8:31 PM]<McEwok>  
[8:31 PM]<McEwok> A thought on terminology... 
[8:31 PM]<riffsyphon1024> what are you a WereEwok now? 
[8:31 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 

[8:31 PM]<WhiteBoy> shape shifter   
[8:31 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Shi'ido 
[8:31 PM]<McEwok> I'm somewhere between 8km and 19km long, depending on the mood? 
[8:31 PM] Imp has left the room. 
[8:31 PM]<riffsyphon1024> heh 
[8:32 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> hmm...what happened to Imp? 
[8:32 PM]<riffsyphon1024> where'd Imp go? 
[8:32 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> completely offline 
[8:32 PM]<McEwok> Dunno? 
[8:32 PM]<StarNeptune> Maybe he lost his connection 
[8:32 PM]<riffsyphon1024> the first casuality of many 
[8:32 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> perhaps 
[8:32 PM]<McEwok> A lot of the Wiki wars I've been involved in have been about terminology... 
[8:32 PM]<McEwok> Perhaps I scared him off... 
[8:32 PM] * McEwok grins 
[8:32 PM]<riffsyphon1024> perhaps 
[8:32 PM]<MarcK> I think from now on whenever we do this we should have a notice on the main 
page 
[8:33 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea 
[8:33 PM]<WhiteBoy> the chat room meeting? 
[8:33 PM]<MarcK> Yeah 
[8:33 PM]<riffsyphon1024> wookieenews too 
[8:33 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well this was the 1st 1...so it was just a test to begin with anyway 

 
[8:33 PM]<WhiteBoy> k...posted it to the community portal 
[8:33 PM]<McEwok> Okay... is anyone listening to me? 
[8:33 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah, meant to put it in Wookieenews, but forgot 
[8:33 PM] McEwok is now known as Wookieeperial. 
[8:33 PM] Wookieeperial has entered the room. 

[8:33 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I am  
[8:34 PM]<Wookieeperial> Liar. 
[8:34 PM]<WhiteBoy> Jay: true 
[8:34 PM]<Wookieeperial> You don't count. 

[8:34 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> unfortunately Imp leaving kinda distracted everyone  
[8:34 PM]<riffsyphon1024> about what Ewok 

[8:34 PM]<MarcK> Yeah, sorry  

[8:34 PM]<Wookieeperial>  
[8:34 PM]<WhiteBoy> so, new logo is ready to be change, I guess 
[8:34 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i told you this would never work 



[8:34 PM]<StarNeptune> yep 
[8:34 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> indeed 
[8:34 PM]<MarcK> Boy, we're solving alot of things here 
[8:34 PM]<WhiteBoy> the link off-site 
[8:35 PM]<riffsyphon1024> yea change the logo 
[8:35 PM]<WhiteBoy> is that OK to take it if they haven't posted it? 
[8:35 PM]<MarcK> Featured article process has been decided, featured article criteria, and now a 
new logo 
[8:35 PM]<WhiteBoy> to the wiki I mean? 
[8:35 PM]<Wookieeperial> Just wondering whether it might be an idea to officially exclude 
refering to things by precise designations that aren't canon. 
[8:35 PM]<riffsyphon1024> in other words, no Star Dreadnoughts? 
[8:35 PM]<Wookieeperial> Yep. 
[8:36 PM]<riffsyphon1024> but then that is canon 
[8:36 PM] * Wookieeperial was trying to think of other examples. 
[8:36 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> the classification isn't canon 
[8:36 PM]<riffsyphon1024> right 
[8:36 PM]<WhiteBoy> um...what's the subject now? 
[8:36 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it being used as a star dreadnought is 
[8:36 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Dreadnoughts apparently 
[8:36 PM]<Wookieeperial> The term "Star Dreadnought" is canon, yes, but only for the Mandator 
and arguably the Executor - not for Sovereign or Eclipse 
[8:37 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and you can go on about this forever im sure 
[8:37 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Terminology 
[8:37 PM]<Wookieeperial> I don't want to. 
[8:37 PM]<riffsyphon1024> so this is a part of Terminology? 
[8:37 PM]<Wookieeperial> Yep. 
[8:37 PM]<riffsyphon1024> also thought it was the termination of users 

[8:37 PM]<riffsyphon1024>  
[8:38 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> we can do that? *grin* 
[8:38 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[8:38 PM]<riffsyphon1024> do i have permission to delete that AESWwhatever account? 
[8:38 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'd say yes if I was in a position to do so 
[8:39 PM]<riffsyphon1024> that was for Chad 
[8:39 PM]<Wookieeperial> Basically, there's a small group of Wookieepedians (Nebulax, VT-16, 
JimRaynor55, Vermillion) who try to include a lot of hypothetical stuff in articles, particularly tech 
stuff... a lot of the "noise" at Wookiee seems to come from my disagreeing with them... 
[8:40 PM]<Wookieeperial> There are articles (for instance, the one on rank systems) that are 
100% fanon, but which I feel I can't touch for fear of firefights breaking out 
[8:40 PM]<StarNeptune> Which article is that? 
[8:40 PM]<riffsyphon1024> list those please 
[8:40 PM]<MarcK> http://starwars.wikicities.com/wiki/Rank_Insignia_of_the_Galactic_Empire 
[8:41 PM]<MarcK> I'm guessing that's the one you mean 
[8:41 PM]<riffsyphon1024> didnt sparq make that 
[8:41 PM]<MarcK> Actually you did 

[8:41 PM]<MarcK>  
[8:41 PM]<Wookieeperial> It's been cleaned up. 
[8:41 PM]<Wookieeperial> But most of it is still BS 
[8:41 PM]<riffsyphon1024> whos you? 
[8:41 PM]<WhiteBoy> Riff: what's your friend's name who created the logo...wanna give credit 
[8:41 PM]<MarcK> Riff 
[8:42 PM]<riffsyphon1024> my friend wasnt able to submit anything 
[8:42 PM]<MarcK> 00:05, 19 Mar 2005 Riffsyphon1024 (copied from wikipedia) 
[8:42 PM]<Wookieeperial> The "conjectural rank system" is Curtis Saxton at his most fanwanky. 



[8:42 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and that must have been a wikipedia copy because i never wrote a 
rank article 
[8:42 PM]<Wookieeperial> There's a pretty clear canon system, but SWTC trashes it. 
[8:43 PM]<Wookieeperial> This is an example of the sort of page that most people just won't 
realise has problems. 
[8:43 PM]<Wookieeperial> I mean, the actual canon has problems too... 
[8:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> ah...who submitted the new logo, then? 
[8:43 PM]<Wookieeperial> But IMHO this is worse. 
[8:43 PM]<StarNeptune> Dark Spork 
[8:43 PM]<WhiteBoy> tx 
[8:44 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yes posting a flawed canon system is better than posting a working 
fanon system 
[8:44 PM] * WhiteBoy goes back to changing logo 
[8:44 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Dark Spork made the logo 
[8:44 PM]<riffsyphon1024> but this wasnt my friend i was waiting on 
[8:44 PM]<Wookieeperial> What Jaymach said 
[8:45 PM]<Wookieeperial> It's just that obviously you guys aren't really interested. 
[8:45 PM]<Wookieeperial> So what then? 
[8:45 PM]<riffsyphon1024> or elsewhere 
[8:45 PM]<WhiteBoy> ok, everyone do a refresh and check out the new logo 

[8:45 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> they're excited about their new logo  
[8:45 PM]<riffsyphon1024> no change 
[8:45 PM] * WhiteBoy looking for what I missed 
[8:45 PM]<StarNeptune> Yeah 
[8:46 PM]<StarNeptune> I see it 
[8:46 PM]<MarcK> There it goes 

[8:46 PM]<MarcK>  
[8:46 PM]<riffsyphon1024> a delay perhaps? 
[8:46 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> most probably a cache 
[8:46 PM]<riffsyphon1024> awesome! 
[8:46 PM]<WhiteBoy> refresh a couple of times because of wikia's caching servers 
[8:46 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i got it now, great job 
[8:47 PM]<riffsyphon1024> and kudos to spork 
[8:47 PM]<Wookieeperial> Yay!! 
[8:47 PM]<Wookieeperial> Power to the smurf!! 
[8:47 PM]<riffsyphon1024> so what all have we gotten done tonight 
[8:48 PM]<riffsyphon1024> im ready for more drastic changes 
[8:48 PM]<MarcK> We've pretty much solved the featured article problem 
[8:48 PM] * Jaymach Ral'Tir points back at McEwok's stuff 
[8:48 PM]<MarcK> Hmm 

[8:48 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> that's rather drastic  
[8:48 PM] Imp has entered the room. 
[8:48 PM]<WhiteBoy> sorry McEwok, was busy trying to change the logo, cuz I didn't think I knew 
enough about the topic you were discussing 
[8:48 PM]<StarNeptune> What about the vanity images? 
[8:48 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ick 
[8:48 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> welcome back Imp 
[8:49 PM]<MarcK> As for what McEwok was saying, anything fanon should be killed 
[8:49 PM]<StarNeptune> Yes 
[8:49 PM]<MarcK> Simple 
[8:49 PM]<Imp> yay, new logo 
[8:49 PM]<riffsyphon1024> killed, redirected, and locked 
[8:49 PM]<StarNeptune> We should have a procces to kill fanon right away 
[8:49 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but does that include fanon interpretation of text? 



[8:49 PM]<riffsyphon1024> or just killed 
[8:49 PM]<MarcK> if it involves fanon in anyway it's fanon 
[8:49 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I mean I can understand why people have classed the Eclipse and 
Sovereign as -class Star Dreadnoughts 
[8:49 PM]<Wookieeperial> It's a simple question. When it comes to Proper Nouns, for instance, 
"Imperial-class Star Destroyer", or "Commander is a starfighter command rank", only things that 
are explicitly sourced in canon should be allowed (outside Behind-the-scenes)... 
[8:50 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> but technically they've not been called such 

[8:50 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> and that too  
[8:50 PM]<Wookieeperial> I can understand it too. But it's not canon. 
[8:50 PM]<riffsyphon1024> S-canon 
[8:51 PM]<Wookieeperial> I'm happy to have it noted as a popular fanon designation in B-t-s; I'd 
change it instantly if new canon appeared... 
[8:51 PM]<Wookieeperial> But as it stands... no canon. 
[8:51 PM]<Wookieeperial> They're just bloody big Star Destroyers. 
[8:51 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> lol 
[8:51 PM]<riffsyphon1024> then that should be the canon name 
[8:51 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Bloody big-class Star Destroyers 
[8:51 PM]<Wookieeperial> We might as well by that logic call the MC80 a Star Destroyer, 
because it's kinda the right size... 
[8:51 PM]<WhiteBoy> rofl 

[8:51 PM]<Wookieeperial>  
[8:52 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well the Eclipse has been named bot Eclipse-class SSD and 
Eclipse-class SD 
[8:52 PM]<riffsyphon1024> or Freakin huge-class 
[8:52 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I think the Sov has only been called the Sovereign-class 
SSD...though feel free to crrect me if it's been called SD too 
[8:52 PM]<MarcK> I wonder if there's a Class-class 

[8:52 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> Class II Frigate  
[8:52 PM]<riffsyphon1024> theres a Star Destroyer-class 
[8:53 PM]<Wookieeperial> There's Class 1000-class 
[8:53 PM]<riffsyphon1024> hah 
[8:53 PM]<Wookieeperial> "Eclipse-class and Sovereign-class Star Destroyers" in WotC's "Byss 
and the Deep Core" (latest ref) 
[8:54 PM]<Imp> anyway, we all agree fanon has no place anyway 
[8:54 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> 
http://www.wizards.com/default.asp?x=starwars/article/sw20050414planet1 
[8:54 PM]<WhiteBoy> agreed 

[8:54 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> 2nd paragraph in the history section...and agreed also  
[8:54 PM]<riffsyphon1024> unless its notable fanon 
[8:54 PM]<Wookieeperial> Attareference 
[8:54 PM]<Wookieeperial> In which case it should be clearly marked. 
[8:54 PM]<riffsyphon1024> to list on the list o fanon 
[8:54 PM]<Imp> So... an issue I wanted to bring up 
[8:54 PM]<WhiteBoy> are we done with terminology now? 
[8:55 PM]<Imp> we can change the "wikicities" logo above the search bar 
[8:55 PM]<riffsyphon1024> to what 
[8:55 PM]<Imp> Search_logo.png 
[8:55 PM]<MarcK> Why would we want to? 
[8:55 PM]<riffsyphon1024> i see no need 
[8:55 PM]<WhiteBoy> Hmm..Wookieesearch? 
[8:55 PM]<Imp> because the way it is now can confuse new users 
[8:55 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Chewiesearch? 
[8:55 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> yeah I'd advise changing it 



[8:56 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah, it's not really a search of all of WikiCities 
[8:56 PM]<Imp> who think they're searching Wikicities instead of Wookiepedia 
[8:56 PM]<riffsyphon1024> wookiee can get overdone sometimes 
[8:56 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> when I came here 1st I though it'd take me to Wikicities 
[8:56 PM] * Wookieeperial doubts this will change anything with any of the ongoing Wookiee 
wars, but anyway - move on.... 
[8:56 PM] * WhiteBoy has changed the subject to: Search logo 
[8:56 PM]<Imp> McEwok, that issue has really been decided for a long time 
[8:57 PM]<riffsyphon1024> new subject 
[8:57 PM]<Wookieeperial> So is it just me that thinks these things are fanon, then? 
[8:57 PM]<Imp> Fanon has no place. The trouble here is simply one of convincing people 
[8:57 PM]<Wookieeperial> Riff: seconded. 
[8:57 PM]<Wookieeperial> That's your job. 
[8:57 PM] * Wookieeperial repeats his seconding of "New subject" 
[8:58 PM]<Imp> Alright, I'll read into it after i get some sleep 
[8:58 PM]<WhiteBoy> New search logo or keep it? 
[8:58 PM]<riffsyphon1024> keep 
[8:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I'd sat change it 
[8:58 PM]<WhiteBoy> New 
[8:58 PM]<Imp> New 
[8:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it really did confuse me 
[8:58 PM]<riffsyphon1024> well 
[8:58 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> at the least, change it to say Search 
[8:58 PM]<Wookieeperial> I have no vote, but new logo: I thought it was for all wiki 
[8:58 PM]<MarcK> I'd say change it to a simple "Search" 
[8:58 PM] * WhiteBoy agrees with Jay 
[8:58 PM]<Wookieeperial> Perhaps change to "Wikisearch Wookieepedia"? 
[8:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> meh, too long 
[8:59 PM]<Imp> http://furry.wikicities.com/wiki/WikiFur_Furry_Central 
[8:59 PM]<WhiteBoy> yeah 
[8:59 PM]<Imp> see that for what i'm thinking 
[8:59 PM]<riffsyphon1024> interesting 
[9:00 PM]<WhiteBoy> sounds like a concensus track to me 
[9:00 PM]<riffsyphon1024> maybe a simple SW logo 
[9:00 PM]<Imp> aye, so a consensus track should be made 
[9:00 PM]<riffsyphon1024> search in aurabesh? 
[9:01 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> I wouldn't say Aurabesh 
[9:01 PM]<MarcK> Haha 
[9:01 PM]<Imp> thats an excellent idea 
[9:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> nah that would make it more confusing 
[9:01 PM]<WhiteBoy> nah 

[9:01 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> though I can read it with difficulty, not many can  
[9:01 PM]<MarcK> I like it, but it would indeed get confusing for some 
[9:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> any other languages, one we know the word for search 
[9:01 PM]<Wookieeperial> "Hunt the Wookiee"? 
[9:01 PM]<WhiteBoy> but I say it needs to be a word, not a picture (if that makes sense) 
[9:01 PM]<riffsyphon1024> lol 
[9:01 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol 
[9:02 PM]<Imp> we can continue the discussion at the concensus track 
[9:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Wookieesearch, with a picture of Chewie being searched at the 
airport 
[9:02 PM]<WhiteBoy> k, will you start one for that Imp? 
[9:02 PM]<WhiteBoy> rofl 
[9:02 PM]<Imp> sure thing chief 
[9:02 PM]<riffsyphon1024> gotta have some humor 



[9:03 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> oh! you need to set a time limit for consensus' and vfd's! but that's a 
different subject 
[9:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> well, we've been at it for two hours now 
[9:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> "now mister bacca, could you lift your right paw?" 
[9:03 PM]<Imp> Next subject: Short-, mid- and long-term goals 
[9:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> why don't we call this the end for tonight? 
[9:03 PM]<Imp> sure, we can continue tomorrow 
[9:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> consensus on our next meeting time? 
[9:03 PM]<MarcK> I'd say in two weeks 
[9:03 PM]<Imp> I'd dread being secretary of this 
[9:03 PM]<riffsyphon1024> lol 
[9:03 PM]<WhiteBoy> rofl 

[9:04 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> it's easy to do  
[9:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> whos willing to hold out tonight 
[9:04 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> copy and paste the entire conversation 
[9:04 PM]<WhiteBoy> I'll try to post a quick summary with the transcript 
[9:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> Star you still there? 

[9:04 PM]<Jaymach Ral'Tir> well I'll be staying in here whether or not you all stay  
[9:04 PM]<StarNeptune> yeah 
[9:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> ill still be here, Chad's a party popper 
[9:04 PM]<riffsyphon1024> pooper* 

[9:05 PM]<WhiteBoy> lol...I got two kids to get to bed   
[9:05 PM]<StarNeptune> I'm trying to write up a nice code of conduct 
[9:05 PM] * WhiteBoy is an old fart 
[9:05 PM]<Imp> Alright, I hereby close the Wookieemeting of January 7th, 06 
[9:05 PM]<riffsyphon1024> right, and ive never had a date 
[9:05 PM]<WhiteBoy> we'll discuss next meeting in WP:CP 


